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La'Met is an international, multi-cultural,

La’Met embrace diversity to connect

La’Met provide one-stop solutions

The La’Met network covers an extensive

full-service agency and concept creator

people and businesses that are

backed-up by a dedicated team and

portion of Europe, North America, Asia

supporting government, corporations,

passionately committed to the highest

partners in local markets with the

and Africa.

education and SMEs from diverse market

level of personal performance and

knowledge and language skills required to

sectors with their national and

service.

ensure cultural differences are never an

international development.

obstacle to success.

education

government
Skill and Knowledge Development (S.K.D)

La’Met education guide and assist schools,

Education services are in line with the

assists government organisations in

universities and third parties acting in the

directives and requirements of the

bringing and keeping in-house the

educational arena with their evolution and

European Union; from the accreditation

knowledge, processes and personnel skills

adaptation to an ever changing

of titles to BTEC, BA MBA and ECT to the

they need while developing a culture of

international world through identifying

alignment of educational institutions to

internal knowledge and talent transfer to

speciﬁc needs and proposing specialised

enhance their international presence and

create added value in terms of human

tailor-made solutions.

overcome cross cultural barriers within

resources, ﬂexibility and the quality of

education.

services offered.

corporate
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La’Met maximizes corporate results while
maintaining and managing corporate risks.
Disciplines include project support, ISO
auditing & training, international partner
programmes, market positioning and legal
and ﬁnance solutions.

small
medium
enterprises
La'Met SME works with Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) from diverse sectors all
over the world providing support and
assistance to businesses in the
international arena.
Offerings include sales promotions, leads
generation, internal sales structures and
trainings which support companies in their
international development. Marketing
intelligence reports with in-market
research ensure companies are conﬁdent of
their legal obligations and security when
growing in an international market.
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our
leadership
and partners
By creating and building a traditional

Through our worldwide Project Exchange

business leadership with global partners

Network “PEN” we are able to offer all

La’Met offer comprehensive professional

clients the range of skills and experiences

services tailored to meet our clients’ needs

needed to succeed.

on a multinational and national level.
Government, corporation, education, and
small medium enterprise rely on La’Met to
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provide them with quality professional
services.
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